[Structural identity of active sites of RNases].
It is known that the affinity of all nucleoside monophosphate isomers for RNAase active sites increases in the following order: 5'-NMP----3'-NMP----2'-NMP, irrespective of the RNAase type (pyrimidine-specific, guanine-specific or non-specific) and stage of activity (transferase, hydrolase). It is known also that the nucleotides with the same degree of isomerism have substantially the same conformation. It was thus supposed that the structure of active sites of RNAase has common features with a closer similarity in case of pyrimidine-specific (EC 3.1.4.22), guanine-specific (EC 3.1.4.8) and non-specific (EC 3.1.4.23) RNAases.